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Technology has disrupted and reinvented countless businesses. It’s no surprise 
that the recruitment industry is now witnessing its own disruptive period as HR 
tech becomes more commonplace and artificially intelligent.
KMPG’s 2019 Digital Trends Survey tell us that two-thirds of HR executives 
believe that HR is undergoing a digital transformation. However, companies feel 
they’ll only succeed in driving digital transformation by making a large software 
purchase — requiring a large budget and buy-in from the top.
The truth is that the HR tech landscape is moving so rapidly, there are always new 
products available to surprise and delight businesses of all sizes. But for many 
HR professionals, it’s a huge step to go from being aware of these technologies to 
adopting them into everyday processes.
For small and medium businesses especially (SMEs), it can be difficult to keep up 
with today’s HR technology trends. It’s not easy to determine which to buy into, 
and even then, the cost can be prohibitive. Knowing where and how to use the 
tech is key.
In this guide, we’ll bring you up to speed with the latest trends that are relevant to 
SMEs. We’ll highlight the HR tech products you can make part of your game-plan 
today to future-proof your hiring strategy for tomorrow.
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Future-proofing your organisation is an ongoing pursuit.
In agile times, trends can be game-changers for the long term. Generation Z – the 
cohort that comes after the Millennials – are tech-savvy digital natives who expect 
a frictionless candidate experience across digital and mobile platforms. Keeping 
on top of the latest trends is something your future candidates will come to expect 
from you as an employer.
2018 saw a growing use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in recruitment, a stronger focus 
on employee experience, and an expanding gig economy. These trends are here 
to stay. Current trends see employer brands strengthened with video storytelling, 
peer-to-peer engagement tactics being integrated into the employee lifecycle, and 
automation and robotics touching every part of the candidate experience.
But it’s impossible to know everything that’s happening in your market and the 
world around it. To separate the help from the hype, here are three key trends that 
SMEs can make their own right now.

Trend 1: Employer branding & recruitment marketing
Over half of all people employed in the UK private sector work for an SME, and yet 
for businesses of this size, hiring can be a stressful, time consuming and expensive 
task. Brand reputation is ever more important and tech trends are fast-growing 
in the employer branding space. Now more than ever, hiring teams are using 
tactics such as social media and video storytelling to market their employer brand 
propositions to attract the best talent.
With a change in strategy comes a change in behaviour. Not only are candidates 
increasingly acting like consumers when it comes to considering professional 
opportunities, but they expect you to be consistently relevant, transparent and 
personable.
Recent research from LinkedIn has found that more than 75% of job seekers 
investigate a company’s reputation and employer brand before applying. They 
want to talk to your employees, feel immersed in your culture, be kept up to date 
with exciting company news and know your offices inside out. Tricky tasks for an 
SME with no track record of success and no established brand. And who really has 
the time to begin to tackle all of that?
Fortunately, a growing breed of peer-to-peer communities, job boards and tech tools 
are emerging to help you create more engaging communications. The key is to delve 
into what makes your business stand out and use your agility to your advantage.

1. What are the HR tech 
trends for this year?
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In today’s transparent job market, employment brand 
and employee engagement have become synonymous.
Josh Bersin 
Bersin by Deloitte
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Trend 2: People analytics
People Analytics has been one of the hottest trends over the last few years, 
powering business decisions with insight and data. Deloitte reports that 71% of 
companies see people analytics as a high priority in their organisations.
Google proudly states on their website that it “Use[s] people analytics as a 
foundational building block that informs everything we do to find, grow and 
keep Googlers.” Free meals, generous holiday allowances, on-site cooking classes 
and ‘sleep pods’ are just some of the decisions made based on what the data told 
Google would increase employee satisfaction. It’s working - Google has topped 
the Fortune 100 Best Companies to Work For list in eight out of the last 11 years.
And it’s not just for big businesses.
Just as spreadsheets were once an essential tool just for finance types but are now 
used throughout business, people analytics is making similar strides. Businesses 
of all sizes are using it to inform all manner of business strategies.
Disruptive technology exists to help recruiters use data to source talent too. 
Many established companies such as Unilever are making use of analytics 
and algorithms to attract new recruits and target potential hires on their 
smartphones. It’s almost guaranteed that more companies will pick up the pace 
and use algorithms in their future hiring and selection processes.

Trend 3: AI & robotics
Automation is an overarching theme for HR innovation, with many functions 
becoming completely digitised, eliminating the need for human involvement 
altogether.
A 2017 McKinsey report, “Jobs Lost, Jobs Gained”, found that 30% of work 
activities could be automated by 2030 and that up to 375 million workers 
worldwide could be affected by emerging technologies.
Machine learning and robotics are fast becoming a reality in recruitment. 
Chatbots are a good example of time-saving tactics. They now answer questions 
related to payment, holiday, benefits and their general rights as common 
asks (Forbes Technology Council). Big brands such as IKEA, McDonald’s and 
Heineken have seen an average decrease of time to fill of 33% by using recruiting 
chatbot XOR to eliminate repetitive tasks. The best part about implementing 
‘robot assistants’ is that they work around the clock, 24/7. This frees up large 
amounts of time and allows you to focus on engaging with potential hires in 
more meaningful ways.
But this technology is still developing and the human touch is still important 
with AI’s limits in terms of empathy and emotion. This is another area in which 
the open and agile nature of an SME can have the edge over bigger firms.

As our ability to gather and analyze ever-increasing 
amounts of data grows, so too do the opportunities for 
HR teams to add more value to the organisation.
Bernard Marr 
Strategic Business & Technology Advisor

AI will augment HR and give HR time to work on more 
strategic business issues. The opportunity is to use 
AI to streamline HR manual processes and provide a 
more consumer-grade service to employees.
Jeanne Meister 
Co-author, The Future Workplace Experience
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The diversity of these emerging tech trends has opened the door for new and 
disruptive startups. Today there are hundreds of small companies, many led by 
technologists who have never worked in HR, developing products to make HR 
better. These fresh thinkers are bringing new products into the marketplace, 
unrestricted by traditional thinking or antiquated ideas. Here are our favourites 
for SMEs:

Papirfly
Papirfly is a unique employer brand automation software that helps companies 
create studio-standard creative flyers, animated banners and social media 
posts - everything you need to create a compelling employer brand story for your 
attraction campaigns. They claim clients create an average of 84 items per month, 
saving upwards of £388,000 per year on production fees and more than 240 days 
in time. Your employer brand assets, toolkit and guidelines are all housed in a 
bespoke portal that you can access in-house as and when you need to recruit.

Google Mobile-Friendly Test
With 45% of job seekers searching for jobs daily on their mobile device and 89% of 
job seekers thinking mobile devices play a critical role in the job hunting process, 
having a mobile-optimised website is common sense. A well-functioning 
and easy to use mobile experience helps candidates to find and apply for jobs. 
Fortunately, Google offers a simple Mobile-friendly Test tool that tells you how 
easy your site is to navigate just by typing in your URL. There are also free SEO 
and software customisation guides to help you make the most of your design.

VideoMyJob
Make sure the content you’re sharing on social is engaging with VideoMyJob.  
Hot on the heels of the video trend, VideoMyJob is an affordable and authentic 
service for even the smallest employers to create branded video job ads. Their 
app offers advice and guidance on scriptwriting and tips to help you record a 
slick looking video of you chatting about the job available on your mobile phone. 
There’s an array of fancy editing tools and the videos can be embedded  
in traditional ads or shared via social media.

Unbias
Research has found that unconscious bias can heavily influence recruitment 
and selection decisions. For an SME, it can be even harder to control. With 
diversity high on the list of priorities, a quick win to remove any unconscious 
bias in the recruitment process and help you build a more diverse workforce is 
Chrome extension Unbias. It removes faces and names from LinkedIn to reduce 
the effects of unconscious bias toward certain genders, ethnicities or visual 
traits and is currently free to download from Google Chrome Store.

Mya
Some of the new tools involve as little as answering a text message. A.I. 
recruiting tool Mya (short for “my assistant”) engages with candidates via text, 
asking basic questions such as start date and salary requirements. Candidates 
can also ask Mya questions; if she doesn’t know the answer, she’ll query the 
recruiter. Mya can also deselect candidates based on a preprogrammed 
assessment model or move them along to the next part of the interview process. 
With a 144% increase in recruiter productivity, Mya can save you time and 
eliminate repetitive tasks so that you can focus on other activities.

LinkedIn Talent Insights
New to the market in 2018, Talent Insights is LinkedIn’s first self-serve 
data intelligence product to tap into its network of more than 575 million 
professionals. Talent Insights provides two reports: The Talent Pool report is 
used for sourcing strategy, workforce planning, attrition rates and location 
analytics. The Company Report is used for competitive intelligence and 
employer branding insights for recruiting.
LinkedIn’s Ali Matar, Head of EMEA Emerging Markets, Middle East and Africa 
says Talent Insights is becoming increasingly popular with SME owners, “Our 
products are built for people that recruit all day, but also for people who don’t 
recruit as their core job. It will find the candidates for you and not require you to 
search and reach out to one person at a time.”

2. Tech to try: On-trend products 
that are setting the pace
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How Unilever upped their hiring game
With outdated processes rooted in paper and a lead time of four to six months 
to sift through 3,000 applications to hire 800 individuals, Unilever needed 
a more automated solution to hire tech-savvy millennials to their Graduate 
Programmes. They partnered with the digital HR service providers Pymetrics  
and HireVue to streamline the first steps of their assessment process.
First, they allowed people to apply for jobs easily via their LinkedIn profiles. 
Candidates then spend around 20 minutes playing 12 neuroscience-based 
games on the Pymetrics platform. If their results match the required profile, 
they move on to a video interview via HireVue, which can be done on their 
smartphone. They spend a few minutes speaking to the camera to answer the 
questions required and the technology analyzes each of the answers, noting 
aspects like keywords, body language, and tone. Candidates who make it this 
far are invited to a Unilever office where they meet with a recruiter and human 
judgement takes over before a formal offer is made.
The results? The average time for a candidate to be hired went from four months 
to four weeks, saving a cumulative 50,000 hours of candidates’ time. Recruiters’ 
time spent reviewing applications decreased by 75%. Unilever estimates a 
saving of £1m and the impact on their employer brand will no doubt prove just as 
valuable.

Sprout Social: a small business making a big impression on Glassdoor
Glassdoor is a peer-to-peer career website that’s currently disrupting the 
recruitment market and fast becoming an integral part of hiring strategies across 
every industry.
Sprout Social is a social media engagement company harnessing the power of 
Glassdoor for good. With a team of 500 people, located across more than 25 cities 
worldwide, they send out periodic email reminders to their people to post directly 
on Glassdoor. Why? “Because we’re confident that what they share will be primarily 
positive feedback, based on the hard work we do day in and day out to make Sprout 
a great place to work.” Jim Conti, former Head of Talent at Sprout Social.
More importantly, they listen for ways to improve. Every Glassdoor review is read 
and responded to by their talent and executive teams. They also provide updates 
on progress since the review was posted. They keep their profile fresh through 
a combination of a “Why Work for Us” section, employee photos, videos and 
company updates.
With a 10% Apply Start Rate (above industry average), a boosted retention rate 
and 80% of their jobs traffic coming through Glassdoor’s Sponsored Jobs, Sprout 
Social’s readiness to engage in a meaningful conversation with their employees 
and potential candidates is paying off.

Case studies:  
HR tech in action
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You may not be ready to hire hundreds of thousands of people just yet, but the 
point is that the reasons to invest in HR tech will change and evolve as your 
business needs do. Here are seven reasons to invest right now.

1. Save time and money
“Technology” is often immediately equated with “expensive” but there 
are more and more tech start-ups making products that are increasingly 
affordable for SMEs. If you take into account the number of hours that will be 
saved in your recruitment efforts, you’ll find that the investment quickly pays 
for itself.

2. Source the best talent
As an SME, you don’t have the luxury of an HR taskforce of experts. HR Tech 
helps fill the gaps in terms of your real world capabilities and puts you on a level 
playing field with much larger competitors.

3. Streamline processes
High-quality talent expects high-quality processes. Candidates today live 
in a feedback era where they expect to know that their application has been 
received, their interview went well and their offer is on its way. Much of this can 
be automated, freeing up your teams to concentrate on more strategic tasks.

4. Promote corporate culture
Open communication channels to share the company vision, gather feedback 
and engage with people internally and externally. Over time, this fosters 
an atmosphere of collaboration and sharing, making a definite impact on 
company culture and interest in you as an employer.

5. Strengthen your employer brand
Defining your company values, mission, and culture and making them 
visible can be challenging. HR tech can help you leverage your employer 
brand by creating rich and engaging content that helps you build emotional 
connections with your target audience.

6. Build communities
The rise of peer-to-peer communities is also an opportunity to tap into a 
ready-made talent pool. HR tech allows potential hires to be kept up-to-date 
with company news and have an open dialogue with you and your teams, in 
their own time and on their own terms.

7. Produce measurable results
With increased flexibility in data sources and cleaner user interfaces, even 
those who don’t consider themselves “numbers” people can use HR tech to 
measure everything from job ad click rates to new starter moods and benefit 
from it.

3. What’s in it for you?  
7 reasons to invest in HR tech
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If we’re going to hire tens of thousands - or now 
hundreds of thousands - of people a year, we can’t afford 
to live by manual process and manual transactions.
Beth Galetti 
Senior VP of HR at Amazon
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Take a look at HR as it was 10 years ago and today, there’s a vast difference—
and the same will be true in the next 10 years. The World Economic Forum 
predicts that 35% of the skills required for jobs today will change by 2030. Most 
of your employees are likely to be capitalising on the gig-economy and you’ll 
hire them through on-demand apps. AI in HR will ensure a fair hiring process, 
with algorithms that eliminate unconscious bias and pick up pay disparities 
between genders.
 But we’ll still need the ‘H’ in HR.
Deloitte’s 2019 Global Human Capital Trends reports that thanks to the 
acceleration of artificial intelligence, 86% of respondents to their survey 
believe they must reinvent themselves with a more ‘human focus’.
Consumer behaviour drives candidate expectations so keep an eye on up 
and coming developments outside of the recruitment world. For example, 
blockchain for verifying and assessing the education, skills and performance 
of potential recruits. The internet of things (IoT) also holds huge potential for 
recruitment with a large portion of all job searches in the future predicted to be 
done using voice.
Considering how these technologies can blend with the processes you already 
have in place will ensure the HR tech investments you make today remain 
scalable for tomorrow.

4. Opportunities ahead - what does 
the future of HR tech look like?
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To stay future-proof, you have to be aware of 
emerging technologies and plan for their arrival 
even if adoption isn’t in the cards for you quite yet.
Erik Day 
VP & GM, N.A. Small Business, Dell Technologies


